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Jeff Krotz
Jeff Krotz’s The English Hoard uncovers the lost historical images of south-east England. In
particular, Jeff focuses on the photography of Oxford, Isle of Wight, Bedfordshire, Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Kent and Sussex in the 1900’s. As seen in
photographer Francis Friths’s documentary photographs of England, Jeff ’s image have an added
romantic and sensorial quality not always found in photo documents.
The English Hoard explores how images are a simple play of dark and light; shadows that emerge
to consume the light that shape our perception. For Jeff, a single image preserved at a single
time; with that blink of the aperture and that connection made, that micro-moment is already
long passed for the chronicler of time. It is an experience with infinity. These images are to
share what has passed with what is now and what may be yet to come. Jeff believes the
photograph is the latency of the time and the place, a mortality yet to be realised. The English
Hoard uncovers some of these fascinating images.
“Just as a smell or a sound may stir memories and remind us of a time and place or open a door to a
familiar past experience; the same can be said of the image,” comments photographer Jeff.
This book will appeal to fans of photography and also those with an interest in historical architecture, travel and
collectable antiquity.
JEFF KROTZ has been a professional photographer since 1983, specialising in portraiture and environmental photography. Jeff
believes it becomes more evident every year to be witness to the importance of preserving the history of our lives and the lives that
came before us, hence the birth of The English Hoard.
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